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NUCLEAR REI.AJG-'\.TION IN li'ERROY.JI.GNETIC COBALT 

* Earl David Shaw 

UCRL-19077 Rev: 

Department of Physics, University of California, and 
Inorganic Haterials Research Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 

Berkeley, California, 94720 

ABSTRACT 

59 
Nuclear magnetic spin-spin relaxation processes of Co have been 

studied in magnetically saturated particles of fcc cobalt. The transver.se 

relaxation has been studied experimentally by observing the two-rf-pulse 

spin echo envelope decay. This decay is initially oscillatory with the 

oscillations damping in a time of order of the transverse relaxation time 

T2 into exponential decay. ~1e oscillatory behavior is dependent on the 

pulse widths and the 'relaxation time T2 ,; .:letermined from the exponential 

decay rate, varies as the square root of the local field. 1'heory is 

presented which shoNs tha.t the observed oscillatory behavior can be ex-

plained qualitatj_vely by assuming that the dominant spin-spin interaction 

is ofthe Suhl-Nakamura type with the resonance line broadened by micro-

scopic inhomogeneities. 'J.'he period of the oscillations gives the :rms 

microscopic inhomogeneous linewidth, 100 kHz. Using the correlation :('unc-

t.ion tech .. nique, the ~ela~ation function has been derived for th,is system. 

This theory is similar to that of Ki.lbo and Tomita for the exchange narrow-

ing p:robler:l and agrees well ivith the observed nonoscillatory transverse 

relaxation. From the derived relaxation function a,nd obse :r'Ved transverse 

relaxation results, a model of the hon:ogeneous line is deduced. The line 

is assumed lorentzian with a cutoff of the order of the second moment of 

the Suhl-Nak::;mura interaction. UsiTI.g this model and the theory of qu.antum-

statistics o:f ir::.·evcrsible processes, a theor;{ of spectral dii'fusion is 

., ·. ,'. 
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derived. Spectral diffusion ;,mz studied experimentally by moni taring the 

decay of the th:r"ee-rf-pulse sLimulated echo. The new theory presented 

here agrees well \·lith these experimental results. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

~ 1 Since the discovery of the Co resonance in ferromagnetic Cc)balt, 

a considerable amount of vtork has been perform,;d on this system. And 

yet, even though from the beginning it VJas believed that the dominant 

spin-spin mechanism in moderate de magnetic fields v1as the ::;uhl-Hakamura 

interaction (indirect virt~al spin-vtave coupling )
2 

1•teakened by random 

microscopic :.:tatic inhomogeneitie:;, it was not until a prel-iJn i.n'lry account 

of this study3 that direct experimental evidence was reported I·Jhich supported 

that conclusion. The purpose of this paper is to describe quantitatively 

the spin-spin processes in magneticall;y saturated particles of cobalt, 

in applied de magnetic fields v1here the weakened Suhl-Nakamura interaction 

is the domirnnt nuclear coupling mechanism. 

In order to study the microscopic spin-spin processes in ferromagnetic 

cobalt, a t-vw-r"f-pulse spin echo study 1~as made on magnetically saturated 

particles. The measurements were made in de applied fields of moderate 

magnitude and Vlill be described in Section II. , P.l011g with the experimental 

results, ncv1 th0oretical results are. presented in this section to interpret 

the experimental observations. An echo amplitude oscil1atJry effect 

observed expe:rirr:tentally is shoVJn to be caused by pair coherence beb-;een 

nearest neighbo:c spins, in different local fields, coupled by the Suhl-

Nakamura: interaction. The period of the oscillations gives a measure of 

the r.ms microscopic inhomogeneous line width analogous to the earlier 

4 
results of Hahn and Maxwell for exchange coupled systems. Using the 

correlation function technique R theory :Ls derived similar to that of 
. ' 

Kubo and Tomi.ta for exchange narrowing,5 that;describes accurateiy the 

observed nonosc~_llatory :re1ax-:J.tion process. In particular, the decay 

.. 
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law is shown to be initi~lly ~aussinn, proceeding to exponential decay 

at long times. This predicti(~n is in agret:'ment with the experimental rc-

sults. Also the derived analytic expression for the relaxation r':ite at 

long times has the observed dependence on the local de magnetic field. 

The change of decay law with time is shown to be a result of the more 

stringent requirement on energy conservation for mutual spin flips at 

long times. This is a special application of the uncertainty principle. 

Thus, the correlation function approach gives results which extend earlier 

theoretical results of Portis6 and Hone, Jaccarino, Ngwe, and Pincus. 7 

Analogous to the Anderson model for exchange narrowing, 8 a mcJdel of the 

homogeneous line is deduced in this chapter. The spectral distribution 

of the homogeneous line is taken to be lorentz :ian vlith a cut-off of orde:r 

of the second moment of the Suhl-Nakamura interaction. The experimental 

data are used to make the choice of cut-off more precise. 
,J;.:fjp . 

PortiGG pointed out previously that macroscopic spectral diffusion 

is possible in a system where the inhomogeneity varies microscopically. 

These considerations are made more quantitative in Section III. For the 

case where the transverse relaxation time is much shorter than the longitudinal 

relaxation time, a theory of spectral diffusion is derived using the 

model of the homogeneous line deduced in Section II and recent developments 

in the formulation of the theory of quantum statistics of irreversible 

processes.9,lO,ll These resUlts are compared with the experimental results 

f th h . t h t . th. t . 12 
o e t ree-pulse st:unUJ..a ed ec o study presen ed ln ls sec lOn. 

It is thus demonstrated that the microscopic and macroscopic spin-spin 

processes can be treated in a unified manner in this system. 

. i 

! 
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II. TRANS~~RSE RELAXATION 

A. Experimental Results 

The familiar two-pulse spin echo technique13 was used to study a 

cobalt metal sample consisting of Johnson-Matthey cobalt sponge. These 

micronsized particles, which are fcc and multidomain in zero de field, 
. . 

were studied at 77°K in de applied magnetic fields between 5 and 10 kOe. 

Multidomain particles become magnetically saturated in de fields in 

excess of the particle demagnetizing :field·s. However for th<: range of 

applied fields utilize.d in th:i.s study, not all of the particles in the 

sample were saturated. Since there is a distril.Jution of particle shapes, 

and a random orientation of the particles with respect to the 

de magnetic field, the samp1e has a distribution '.Jf particles with demag-

netizing factors varying betv1een 0 and 4rr. Thus fields in excess of 

~-TrM = 18 kOe are required to saturate the entire sample. However &t 

these fields, the dipole spin-spin interaction becomes comparable to 

th Suh] N 1 • t t. lh d . t . th . h t t d th l tt e .- aKamura 1n erac 1on, an 1 1s e a1m ere o s u y - e a er 

interaction under as unambiguous conditions as possible. In order to 

separate the signal from single domain particles from that of multidomain 

particles, advantage was taken of the different field dependence of the 

ferromagnetic nuclear resonant (FNR) frequency for the two cases. 15 If 

the turning angle of the pulses is small, as is the case in this study, 

it is possible to distinguish two signals. One has large amplitude at 

low de fields, strong amplitude dependence on field, and very weak fre-

quency dependence on field as illustrated in Fig. 1. This signal charac-

terizes the multidornain material. The second signal is extremely broad 

and of considc:rabJy smaller amplitude at lo•: fields.; the amplitude varies 

less strongly with fiel~; and the resonant frequency varies much more 
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strongly, approaching a linear dependence on the applied field at large 

fields as seen in Fig. 1. This signal characterizes the single domain 

. 15 
material. The resonant frequency decreases vii th increasing field 

because the h:J1Jerfine field at the cobalt nucleus is negative. The 

broadness of the single domain signal is associated with the distribution 

of demagnetizing factors. The VJidth of the line is approxirmtely 18 I<IIrz 

corresponding to the local field spread of 18 kOe. All measurements were 

made on the single domain signal at small pulse turning angl~:;~;. 

The rf field v1as applied perpendicular to the de magnetic field in 

order to tal::e advantage of the added enhancement of the rf signul by 

domain rotation. The enhancement factor is estimated to vary betv1een 40 

and 20 for de fields values from 5 to 10 kOe respectively. The half width 

·)f. 

of the echo envelope T
2

, varied from 0. 75 to l. 5 J.!Sec for these fields. 

Tnerefore, the vlidth of the excited spectnun was of the order of 

-l(· 

(l/27T)(2/T
2

) - 4o0-200 }:Hz. Thu::;, a narrow portion of the single l.lJmain 

spectrum was sampled at each field value. 

The first pulse of the tvJO-pulse spin echo sequence v1as adju.sted 

for maximum signal and this pulse Vlill be assumed to be a 90° pul;:;e. 

'l'he results of monitoring the spin echo amplitude for 90°-(3 pulse sequences 

at fixed frequency, 215.9 !>1Hz, for values of f3 = 90°, 135°, and 180° 

are shown in :B'ig. 2. The time T is the separation between the first and 

second ptuse, and the second pulse and the center~f the echo. For 

f3 = 180°, the time behavior,at moderately short times is essentially a 

gaussian decay transforming into exp:mential decay at long times. The 

exponential decay behavior was observed out to 100 J.!Sec. For T less 

than about 2 f..!Sec (2-r ::_ 4 J.l.SE:c) receiver satur:ltion due to the large 

pulses and :i.ntcrfn'ence betwt:cn the .;;pin echo and free induction decay 

,. 
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signa113 obscures the dependence qf the echo amplitude time beha~ior on 

the homogeneous broadening processes. 16 These effects may contribute to 

the decrease of the t3 = 180° curve at 2T = 4 J,.Lsec. For t3 f J:S0°, there 

is a much more noticeable spin echo amplitude oscillatory effect super-

imposed on the t3 = 180° curve at short times. The period of these oscilla-

tions in T is approximately 7 J,.Lsec ± 10%. This corresponds to a frequency 

of 140 kHz ± 10%. These oscillations damp out in a time of order of the 

spin-spin relaxation time, T2 = 28.3 1-1sec, determined from the slope of 

the exponential curve. T2 does not depend on t3 within the experimental 

accuracy of 10%. 

The frequency dependence of the echo decay is shown in Fig. 3 for 

a 90°-90° pulse sequence. The oscillatory behavior is less apparent at 

lower frequencies where the enhancement factor is smaller and thus the 

signal is smaller. The interpretation of the results at 2T == 8 J,.Lsec is 
-)(-

also made more difficult by the increase in T2 at lower frequencies be-

cause of the decrease in enhancement factor. The relaxation time, T2 , 

monotonically increases with decreasing frequency. The increase in T
2 

indicates that the spin-spin coupling is weakened by the increase or---

the local field. In Fig. h, T2
2 

is plotted versus the resonance frequency. 3 

The data are fit well by a straight line that extrapolates to a frequency 

of 221.5 Jv1Hz for 
2 .. 

T0 = 0. 
c;;.. . 

This is 4. 6 MHz above the zero field multi-

dorn.'lin resonance. In the follov1ing sections these results are shown to be 

direct evidence that the Sul1l~Nakamura interaction, weakened by micro-

scopic inhomogeneities, is the dominant homogeneous broadening mechanism 

for the range of applied de fields of 5-10 kOe. 

·'. 
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B. Microscopic Theory 

1. The Hamiltonian of the System 

The hamiltonian, J1, of the N particle system· consists of two terms: 

the zeeman energy, l1
2

, and the spin-spin interaction term, J{SI'f 

2 2 -ik· r 17 (1) 
-fi (I.) . ~ -£rn 

A£m 
0 

2: e 
2SN k E 

k 

S is the effective electronic spin; k is the spin-wave wavc-'number; E1 K 

is the unperturbed (by nuclear effects) spin-wave energy for the I·JG.ve-

nmriber k · _, illo is taken to be the center fre~1uency of the re:~onCJ.nt spin:>; 

m2 is the frequency of the nuclear spin located at the l'th site; r 
-£m 

z + -is the vector Letween the l'th and m'th sites and I ' ' are the nucJear £ -

angular momentmn operators having the usual meaning. Although A£m is 

frequency dependent, it does not vary appreciably for the vlidth of the 

spectrum excited experimentally, or for the range of frequencies 

(approximately l/T
2

) over which spins of different frequency interact. 

The N spins are assumed to be within the microscopic range of the Suhl-

Nakamura interaction, and their frequencies are assumed to be randomly 

distributed about w0 with the spread described by the normalized distribu-

tion function g(~ru0 ). E is derived in reference 18 for an isolated 
k 

single domai::1 particle and may be v1ritten. 

I 

,.I 
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'Y is the electronic magnetogyric value; N
2 

is the particle demagnetizing e 

factor; ·<l]; is the electronic exchange frequency; 'a3 is the volume of a 

primitive unit cell; and H is the anisotropy field assumed din:cted along 
a 

the applied field n0• For cobalt, Ha = 1 kOe. For a particle immersed 

in a ·permeable medium, there are additional contributions to IIJ' from 
.OC 

the ·cavity in which the particle sits and from the outer surLtc;e of the 

sample. This total local field, IL , is also the addi tionu.l field that 
l_oc 

nuclei in single domain particles experience compared to nuelei in multi-

15 domain particles. Thus the shift in frequency, illloc' of the single 

domain F'NR sign'il compared to the zero field multidomain FNR frequency, 

216.9 MHz, is a measure of H
1

· . Also illl =. -yH
1 

, where -y::Q1TXl. 011 MHz/kOe 
oc . 0~ oc . 

is the magnetogyric value for Co59. Since the distribution of part~cle de-

magnetizing factors is. not knovm, H rather than H
0 

is the relevant 
loc 

parame:ter for analyzing the data. 

For 8 0 E = ti[ -v H
1 

+ -v H +- "'
2 k2 J · k = ' k 1 e oc 1 e a · illEa ' this leads to the 

familiar result 

For 

" a 

-v (H +H )· ]l/2 
r 1E Joe a £m 

. ·WE T 

-- 10-3 << 1, this result is valid for all values 
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7 
of rzm· 

. [ ~ ]1/2 ~ 
The quantJ.ty (H +H ) a, approximately equal to 3~ in 

"~e lac a 
cobalt, is the range of the Suhl-Nakamura interaction. However, it can 

be seen from the functional dependence of Ek on ek that the 8}: = 0 

approximation does not account for the dipole contribution to the spin-

\•Iave energy. This contribution is important for values of H. + H of 
J.OC a 

·th d th 1 f 
1
k
2
7T __ ~ ~ • 2e F · t · e same or er as e average va ue o ~·1 sJ.n k• or an approxliJla lOn 

that takes account of the dipole energy, Ek is rewritten 

(2) 

for 

The average value, (sin
2 

ek) 
ave 

2 
= 3" , is substituted for sin

2 
ek in Ek 

to obtain A
1 

and the second moment of the Suhl-Nakamura. interaction, 
m 

rosN· 

2 
11£.1.)0 

A - = £m 
81)'~ 

= ~· (I)(I+l) 2:: 
m4£ 

47T M)r/2 [ 'YE(Hl +H + r£m . oc a 3 
~ ~ 

'/r" 
e a --

r£m (3) 

2 

Aim =·[(r)(I+l)J 
:1<2 . 21-rr ("2 
H +n 0 

; ·: 

! 
! . 

---~....;;·::...._--..----- 103 · ro = ).9xlo13/sec 
-v (H +H + 4TIM ) ' E 

the calculated value of (ro
8
N) -l is 7 

'E loc a 3 
~sec. In this study, H +H ; 2-6 kOe 

Cloc a 
h7T 
--· M = 6 kOe. 
3 

and Thus, the neglect of higher order dipolar effects '.-Jill 

- )-1 produce an estimated error of 3'5% or less. The average of (E,_ over ek, ,, 

as opposed to the average of E, as was presented here, does not 
i'. 

' 
'· 

~ ! . 
. 11 
:· ~·l ! 
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16 ::::ignificant.ly change the::;e rc.c.ult:~. It i:-:; cJer.1.r that tht: avcrae;f: over 

ek which _lead:; to a ::.pherically :~ylrrrnetric interaction i::: nc·t :J. true repre

sentation of the Suhl-Nakamura interaction. The interaction actua..lly has 

a longer range in the z direction than in the transverse plane. Ho•t~ever 

the descriptj.on of the interaction presented here is adequate to describe 

the results of this study. 

2. Modulation of the Spin Echo Arnplitude 

In o;rder to describe the dynamics of the spin echo osciJ latory effect, 

the contribution to the echo from a nearest neighbor pair for a ; - (3 

pulse sequence is calculated. 'l"'he nearest n;:=ighbor HamiJ.tonLm, 

i3 used to dtrive the 

equation of motion of the angular momentum operators. 

or~ . + 2iA
12 r~r; ()[ -lrol Il n 

(} -
2iAl2 Il 

i{ol I~ + I~r; (h) dt = 11 

<Jrz :) 

f I~ r; - I~ r; } 1 .Al2 
dt = -J:--

' . li 

with. similar results for ~· The spins are assumed to be initially 
. . 

TI .. . 
aligned along the z axis, and a 2 pulse applied ~long the x-o.xis rotates 

the spins to the negative y-axis. 
·z 

'I'hus, I
1 

r)(o) .= 0; ,c. Iy (0) = - I; 
1,2 

The magnitude of the nearest neighbor interaction 

IA121 
11 

(450 j..tsec)-:
1 

(6~) ~-tsecr\ is cajculated from.Eq. (3). For the case 

. '- . - l . . l "' ·_._ I >>. . 2 I Al21 ~ Th lnn.omogeneous tJroa( enlng, ...., ~ J. • us 
. 1 n. 

for th& time that the oscHiatory behavior is ob's~rvedj 
·; . ~ . ' . 

, .. 
.·,, 
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( )~ 
-1 

4 A12 I - ~ . . 
J; I _ = 2 m1ll1sec , 
2-hcJ.y-~1 

the second term in the equation uf mJtion fur the transversf; cumpGnent 

of angular momentuw ccm be n~glected. Then, 

- iill t iwlt + l 
I~(t) I

1 
( t) -i I e i I e 

+ -iffi')t 
iffi'")t 

I2( t) -i I 
f-. 

I;(t) i I - e e "-

Substituting these equations int:) the equation of motion for the z component 

of angular momentmn, the solution at tlle time of the second pulse is 

I~( T) 
0 

sin'- (5) 

This oscillatory bc.:havior of the z component of angular morne11twn is the 

origin of the observed modulation of the echo a:-nplitude. If a 5)0° pulse 

is applied at T, this component of magnetization v1ill be rotated into the 

transverse plane. For the times considered here, the individual trans-

verse angular momentum component simply rotates in the plane at the 

frequency determined by the static field vlhich each spin experiences. 

Immediately after the 90° pulse, the contribution to the magnetiz<::ttion in 

the transverse pJ..ane is zero since the t"l-10 spins give opposite c::;ntribu-

tions. HO'IIEVc-:t", the spins rotate at different frequencies, and this 

'"ill add an oscillatory contrib'..ltLm to the echo. This signal gives 

the observed dependence on pt~lse '.d.dth; for o:ample, it gives zero 

contr.ibutiorl to the echo for ~ '" 180°. The prediction that the Suhl-

NaJ:amura :i nt,_ n.ction •.'ill no~ giv~.: a modulatic;n ~:::ffect for a '.)0° -J .Soo 

1,..- : 

_., 
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. . 19 
pulse sequence is conslstent with the earller results of Stearns. Note 

that for either A
12 

= 0, or w
1

-w
2 

== 0, or if one spin is not resonated, 

+ 
I (0) = 0, the modulation does not occur. This is analogous UJ the 

4 n 
result of Hahn and M.a.xwell, for exchange coupled spin pairs. Hahn ~ has 

2 
:>hown that the non-o::;cillatory echo amplitude is proportiotlal to i3in f3/2; 

It is now shown how this echo amplitude dependence on ~ 

is modified by the ~ffect of,pair coherence. Consider the 

reference frame that rotates at· the rf pulse frequency, 

w0 . Both rf 1mlses are asswned to occur alorig the x-axis .in this frame, 

then the ec11CJ signal occurs along the positive y-axis at time 2T. For 

w1 > m2 , A12 < O, 13 =:, rr, the pair coherence contributes 

sin~ I~(-r)[cos(w2 -m0 )T - cos(w
1

-w
0

)1;] to the magnetization alc,ng the 

positive y-axis at 2-r. Thus the echo amplitude E(2-r) may be vJritten, 

Pairs of spine; such that m
1

+m
2 

== 2w
0 

do not contribute to the modulation 

of the echo. Since the oscillatory term is only affecte1l by thE:: magnitude 

o£' the frequency difference, the rms of the frequency terms is taken in 

order to give physical interpretation to the measured modulation period. 

'rhe rms standard deviation of g(m-m
0

) is represented by a and since 

( ( ' 2) ' ( ) 2 ). 2 m1 -ro2 ) . = \. m1 +w
2

- 2m0 = 2 a the final result is written 

(6) 

The period of the oscillations in -r is given by (
.f2a. )-l . 

27T ' 
Therefore 

. · a - d the observed results give 2 rr = 100 kHz ±lOp as a measure of the 
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microscopic inhomugeneity linewidth. This result is in qualitative agree-

ment with results reported in reference 12 v1here an estimate ,\J' ]!10 Ufz 

was given. The ratio of the oscillation amplitude to the t::dJt:• amp.! iturle 

is 

-30 db. 

These results are consistent vlith the observations plotted in Figs. 2 and 

3. The pair coherence is expected to be rapidly damped since the Suhl-

Nakamura interaction is long range and many spins are in communic'ltion. 

The oscillations should thus damp uut in a time of order T ;;; 30 J-!Gec as 
2 

observed. This justifies the earlier approximaticns which 1·1ere based 

on the coherence b9ing observt:d fo:r a time short compared t::; the nearest 

neighbor spin-spin relaxation time. 

3. Spin-Spin ReJ ax10ttion Theory 

The non-oscillatory decay of the spin echo amplitude describes the 

h b . . 13 omogeneous :roadenlng processes. The decay function is given by the 

fourier transform of the homogeneous line and can be calculated from the 

correlation function (r;(t) I;(o)).
20 

The high temperature approximation 

is valid for the wor};: considered here and simplifies the caleulation 

considerably. For example, nuclear spin vmve effects, which wculd cause 

spacial correlation bet·ween nuclear spins located at different sites, 

have no effect on the results repo.rted here. The terms that vwuld lead 

to such effects are neglected. in the follovJing calculation. The equation 

of motion of (r;(t) r;(o)) is calculated from the equation of motion of 

+ 
I_e(t). T'ne J.atter equations are written 

.. 

j. 

... 
'.· 

• 

;. ~ j 
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di+ 
2i 2 . I+ .E A 2m 

Iz I+ crt= -l ().)2 2 n 
ml=2 

2 m 

di
2 

i {r; I~} - 2 
.E A 2m I - I~ dt - K 

ml=i m 

h . Iz . + T e equat1on for lS solved and substituted into the equation for r. 
2 l. 

to give 

I~(t) dt'. 
J 

This equation is mnltiplied by I~(O) and the ensemble average is taken. 

The first term on the right of the equality sign gives a zeeman energy 

driving term. In the high temperature approximation the second term leads 

to a product term, (I:(t))(I~(O) r;(o)), and gives zero contribution since 

the trace of the angular momentui'Tl operator is zero. Likewise, th~ corre-

lation o:f the four product terms leads to a product of pair cCJrrelation 

:flmctions, [(r;(t') r;(o))(Ij(t') r;(t))- <r;(t') I~(O)) u;(t') r;(t))]E>Il'.j' 

with the negative term, which involves double spin flip processes, giving 

Zero contribution since the ha.mil tonian has no terms that Hill SUpport 

such processes. To eliminate the t.eeman driving term, the relaxation 

fw1ction ¢( t) is defined by U,e equation 
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r;c 0)) I~( 0)) 

¢ has the following general properties: 
())1 

¢ (t) = ¢ (-+J; 
cn1 ro1 

. h 1" t d 16 
spln ec o amp l u e. Ignoring e.nd is given directly by the decay of the 

l 16 
·a frequency pulling term of order T-- , and interchanging the operation 

2 
of differentiation with the ensemble average, the following equation of 

motion for¢ (t) is derived: 
(1)1 

?J¢ (t) 2 
())1 

----'dt-.-
4 
3 

(I) (I+l) L: 
j:l: i 

A 1" J 
t 

J ¢ ( t ') ¢ ( t' -t) 
ro£ ro. 

0 J 

(7) 

cos [(roj -ro1Ht-t')] dt' 

where 

(I;(o) r?o)) 
0 

= 5(I) (I+l). 

From the uncertainty principle, energy conservation is not a critical 

consideration at Gufficiently small times. In this limit, let ¢ro (t') = 
£ 

¢ (t-t') = 1 and mi. ro. ro. J 
J 

¢(t) = 1-

for 

in Eq. (7)' 
2 t2 

o(DSN --2 

~ (I) (I+l) 
3 

then 

2 2 
l -roSN t /2 

2 
A l" J 

Thus the relaxation is initially guassian as it is in a concentrated 

( 8) 

homogeneous system. This result is consistent vrith the theoretical find-

ings of Klaucier and Anderson who predict "lorentzian dif.fusion" in a c,ancen

trated homogeneous system, 
21 

and it agrees with the results of Hone, 

Jaccarino, NgVJe and Pincus 7 who predict gaussian decay for the Suhl-

ND.ka.rnura interaction, in a concentrated homogeneous system, from moment 

•l 
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nnalysis. Al~;o, Eq. (8) is consistent with the short time experimental 

observations plotted in Figs. 2 and 3. 

To consider the long time behavior, it is necessary to assume that 

the microscopic inhorrngeneity is random and use the distribution function 

g(ru.-m0) to average frequency over position in Eq. (7). This procedure 
J . 

vJas first suggested in reference 6 and should be a good approximation 

since each ~.pin interacts with some (30)3 other neighboring spins. If 

the average is taken in Eq. (7), then the sum over position em be maoe, 

and if T is Slibstituted for t-t', Eq. (7) becomes 

g(ruj - ru0 ) cos(ruj- m£) ·rdTdruj 

(9) 

1\.s t approaches co, the trigonometric term o::;cillates rapidly i'or m/ru£ 

giving zero contribution to the integral. Since spins interact only 

with other spins of the same frequency, the spin system becom,:s essen-

tially diiuted :Ln this limit. In the limit of' extreme micrwcopic in-

homogeneous b1·oadening (extreme dilution), it is reasonable to expect 

the decay to be exponential; pr:trticularly, in the light of our experi-

mental resu1tr; in Figs. 2 and 3. In this limit, ¢( t -T) cf:( T) = ¢( t), am 

Eq. 9 bee ancs 

(10) 

thus, 
t· 

where 
1 = e 

This solution :is consistent 't.'i th the second crder i terett ion solution of 

1"' 
Eq. (9) in the lorg time limit.--

0 
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This theory contains the essential features of the observed relax~tion 

measurements, it predicts gaussian decay at smrt tines and lorentzian 

de cay a.t long times . The relaxation time at long times is given by 
l 

T
2

(m0t 
2· ) m

8
N /cr for g(m-m0 assumed gaussian. Taking the 

observed value for T
2 

:::. 28.3 IJ.Sec, measured at 215.9 f/fHz, and the measured 

value for a/'ZIT 100kHz, (m
8
H)-l = 7.5 1-1sec is calculated. This is 

vrithin all estirna ted experimental uncertai!lty equal to the value of 7 

1-1sec calculated above. Also, the expression for T
2 

predicts the linmr 

2 
dependence of T

2 
(.l} 

loc 
The value of ~ 

2 -4 4 I on the local field, giving T
2 

a: roSN a: ll + H + ··T;) M. 
lac n. 

2 
for which T0 c 

0 gives the value of the quantity 

H + 4rr/3 l!f. The predicted w.lue of 5-7 kOe corresponding resped.:Lvely 
a 

to H being anti parallel and parallel to the magnetization i:::; reusonably 
a 

close to the measured vahle of 4.6 kOe. Again this agreement is 1irithin 

all estimated uncertainty. Hate that the e!s = 0 approximaticm would 

predict an intercE..>pt of H = l kOe lvhich :is far in error of the observed 
a. 

results. 

C. Conclusions 

A quant:i tative description of the homogeneous line has been made. 

The homogeneous spectrum distribution is the fourier transform of' the 

relaxation function and is thus lorentizian near the center of the line; 

"\orith the l inewidth given by T
2 

-1, and gaussian in the vrings. The 

gaussian behavior occurs for spins at a distance of order of the second 

moiTEnt of the Suhl-Nakamura interaction from the center of the lire. 

For simplicity, the line is consider to be lorentz ian with a cutoff at 

2 
This va.lue is determined from the data in Figs. 2 and 3, since it is 

-~- t. . ·c /0) -l a v 1.me m,.,.J ..... --
,..)!\i 

15 f.lsec· t}HLt the exponential decay becorr:es a fair 

approxi...>na tion of the actual rela:-::'.t ion process. The mmo8;eneous 11 packet" 

. 22 . 
of sp1ns :i.s e:3:::;e11tially independent of other packets since different 

(· 
' 
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packets 'expe:rien2e different static fields. Since spins inte met only 

-vrith spins in the ::;rune packet, spectral diffusion·nrust occur within the 

horrogeneous line. Thus, the relaxation function contains the rnicrosccpic 

physics for the macroscopic dj_ff'usion process. This is shown forrrally 

in the next section vrhere a theory of spectral diffusion is Jeri ved, 

and compared vrith experimental results. 
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III. SPECTRAL DIFFUSIOTJ 

A. Experimental Results 

Spectral diffu::;ion may be studied by monitoring the three pulse 

.. l'td l 12 
s~1mu.a e ec1o. After a ra i:t of 90° pulses separated by a time -r, 

a spin systP.m -vrU.l have a periodic variation of the z component, of angular 

momentum proporUonal to (Iz(ro) )L cos (ro-ro0 )-r. (Iz(ro) \ is tlle z component 

of the angular momentum dcnsi ty function (Iz(ll)) )L == (L:. I~ )
1

, where 
1. Eill l ,_, 

the surmnation is over all spins tm.t haYe frequency m, and the ensemble 

average is over the equilibrium density matrix. 'l'his modulation Hill be 

destroyed by spectral diffusion as well as other longitudinal relaxation 

processes. Hmvever, since only the spectral diffusion relaxation rate is 

dependent on -r, the spectral diffusion effect can be distinguished from 

th 1 . t . 1 t. 12 
o er ong1 udlnal re axa 1on processes. Follmring a third 90° pulse at 

time T, a spin echo signal occurs at time T+< whose amplitude depends on 

13 
the remaining periodic variation of the z component of angular momentum. 

I 

In Fig. 5, ·the log of the stimulated echo signal at 215.9 J'.TIIz is pJotted 

versus T for '! == 2, 9, and 13.8 I-iSee. The decay is initially non-

exponential, proceeding to exponential decay at lo ~ times. The rate 

of decay is ' dependent at both long and short times with the rn te of 

decay at sho1·t times roughly twice the rate at long times. P.ecause of 

the T dependence, the non-exponential behavior is associated vrith the 

spectral diff\1s:i.on relaxation process. 

Within the noise limitation of the experimental apr;ara ti.J.s, the 

slowest relaxation rate wa.s rr.easured from the slope of the exponential 

curve for ~.,eve ral T values artd plotted versus 
2 

'I' 
,.. 

in Fig. o. The over-

all accuracy is estimated to be i·:ithin 2CfP. Initially the decay rate is 

'' ~- I 
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2 ~ 
proportional to ' as expected from previous results. From the slope of 

the curve near <
2

=0, D = 3.77 lo-5(1-!sec)-3 = :85/'r/ is determined as 

a lower limit for the diffusion constant of the system. For large T the re

laxation rate increase.s roore slowly the.n -r2 • In Fig. 7, the relaxation rate 

2 
for several values of the local field is plotted versus ' • It is seen 

that for thj.s ran_ge of field vaJues, the diffusion process is essentially 

independent of field. The slight tendency for the points of the 213.9 HHz 

curves to give larger relaxation rates is probably associated \vith the 

increased difficulty in determining the smallest relaxation rate, be-

cause of a smaller signal to noise ratio at this frequency. 

2 
The relaxation rate determined by extrapolating to -r =0 in Figs. 6 

and 7 gives a value of T 1 == 950 ~J.scc for the nonspectral diffu:.>i ou i:elttxa.,. 

tion procesGes. This value is'approxirntely 0.3 times the intrinsic co
59 

23,24 
single do!lk'Lin longitudinal relaxation time of 3200 f.lsec. This sug-

gests that the spins observed in the rf skin depth by the stimulated echo 

technique may be relaxed by fluctuating fields from neighboring unsaturated 

r~articles in a mg,nner similar to the way spins are relaxed in the -vrings 

of Bloch walls • 

B. Macroscopic Theory 

Since T2 << T
1

, quasi-equilibri~~ COl1$iderations are appropriate for 

describing the spectral diffusion relaxation process. In a time of' order 

T2 after the spin system has been disturbed from its equHibrium state, 

local equilibrium is established in the subsystems of the spin packet. 

Then, the state of' a subsystem is characterized by its zeeman energy 

density function, (H (m)) - 11(1) (Iz(m)) where ru refers to homogeneous 

:frequei. ciec, :1. rd the ensemblr? avera0e is taken over the nori -equiJ ibrium 

density mat:r:b:.. The spin temper::::.ture is well defined for each subsystem 
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dependency, quasi-equilibrium. Fran quasi-thermodynamical theory, the 

deviation of the zeeman energy density currents from their equilibrium value 

(J(co))-(J((J)) )
1 

and the derivatives of the entropy o&(o (H(co)) can be repre

sented by a linear expansion in the parameters (H(ro)) - (H(ro)) 1 • There

fore,. the.mutuallinear dependence of the quantities 

(J(co))-(J(co))1 and os /o(H(ro)) 

may be,·written: 

= L(ro co') 
os. 

(11) 
d(H(co')) 

here 1$
1 

is the reciprocal lattice temperature and K is the Boltzmann 

cmstant, and L(m,m') are the kinetic coefficients. From thermodynamics 
' 

and the spin temperature assumption, oS/Cl(H(c.d)) may be rewritten ClS/Cl(H(c.o')) == 

KClt)(ro')fcro' !:ill' ·,,;here Kt3(co') is the reciprocal spin temperature of the 

spins of frequency m'. In the case studied here, the~ is no macroscopic 

·spectral current flow in the equilibrium state and (J(m) )
1 

is set equal . . 
. ' ' i 

to zero. (.J(m)) satisfies ~he continuity equation . ojot (H(co)) = - 'dj~ (.J(o.')) ·.s: 
,. (! 

Thus a general spectral diffu.s ion equation is written in the limit of a 

continuous frequency distribution 

(H(co)) = 
d /00 - dc.o L ( co,(J)') 

1 dt)(m') . , 
R~d(J). 
~-'L . 

(12) 

The theory of quantum statistics of irreversible processes gives the 

following pre::>cription ~,lO for dete·rmining the kinetic coefficients: 

L (co,ro') = 1t3. L dA. ~ 
0 -c:o 

lim s~ +0 

lim s--+ +o 

st 
e (J(ro)J(cn',t + iiDi.) )

1 
dt· 

( 13) 

The current operator is determined fran the equation of motion of H(<b) and 

the continuity equation. Consider, 

·.,··:' ,;,1,·.,·,;, 

'li 
! 

I 
,· l 



·l,r 

= -· 

:::: -im 
then: 

J((l)} = . f(l) 
:-~ m' 

-co 

z 

-2:1-

c:m z. · 
l 
dt 

z 
!.Em j*£ 

A£j 

k 2.: A£j 
l €!0 1 j:l: l 

UCRL-J 90T ( Hr v. 

{ + - . I- r;} Il Ij - I. ' 

{ + r; + 
} diD', J ( -co) I£ I. - I. = 

J J 

(14) 

When the current operator is substituted into Eq. (13) and the high 

temperature approximation is made, the correlation .function is given by 

the results of the. micro~copic theory in Section IIB. The ir1tegral over 

0 

time is essentially the fourier trans form of the square of the relaxation 

function, and the various frequency integrals are simpl.ified because of the 

criterion that no correlation exist between spins at different sites, 

placing a delta function criterion on the intermediat~ frequencies •
16 

The only serious approximation that is necessary to e:v'a.luate L(m,m') is the 

assumptiqn that the relaxation function is purely exponential. It will 

be shown later that this has serious consequences in .limiting tre de~crip

tion of::the spectral diffu13ion process. However with the choice of the 
. . . . . ' ' 

frequency cutoff made in Section II, the ·long time diffusion process is 

sti1+ ·4~scrib~d quantitatively·. 
.· .. , 

is ~ti.bst:i. yuted in Eq. (12). to give 

' · .. ,· 

vlhe~e · . /' 

oH(m) 
·.at 

1 1 --= 
T2(m,mj) T2(m) 

.·, 
~·. 

(15}·.· '. 

'-: 1 .' 

Tb~"spectral diffusion.IJrocess .is driven by the difference in• spi;n . 

tempe,rat:Ure across the. sp,J,n packet which. explains the 't' dependence i : 
i 

of the'. relaxation rate. ·At this point,·. it is agp.in ass\lme9. .that the''·, 
'I· ',( . , .:· , . • :• '\;·,1' 

'',' r.- . { .: ' ' ; • •. ••, •. :: ., :~.._; ' .• ' '· < • ·;,, ,. 

.. ,·; 

'' I 

,. 
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microscopic inhomogeneity is spacially random and that frequency can be 

averaged over position. Substituting for .z , Ng((.t)-ru0 ), and using g(ru.-ru
0

) 
1~ . J 

to average frequency over the j'th position, the summation over j can 

be made. The lorentzian is more sharply peaked than g(ruj-ru0 ) so that 

in the integral over m .• 
J 

Also, 

for the same reason, T2 (w,ruj) is set equal to T2 (ru,ru) ·= T2 (ru)/2. 

it is neces.sa.ry to remember at this point that the assumption of exponential 

decay is onJy good for the lorentzian line-width limited to lru-ruol ::. rusr/2. 

In order to relate the theory to the experimental results, the follm-Jing 

relations, 

f3(ru) = c.:os (ru-ru0 h f3(ru
0

)(coherent excitation is assumed which does 

not affect the final results), 

(I2 (ru)) = l/3 Ng(ru)(r)( I+l)nru f3(ru), 

and. finally from section II: 

1 
2 

= 4/3 (I) (I+ 1) Z Aig ·~g (CJH~J0 ) 
jf:i 1'i . 

',) 

. ~ (ru) 

are used >vith the above· considerations to give the final results: 

r drujj(I
2

(ru0 )) 

(16) 

·' Thus the spectral diffusion decay is predict~d. tp be e:x;P.¢nentia,i 
.. :· .. i. 

vJith a relaxation rate g.lven by 

{J 'V(J)sr/2 1 cos (ruf~ru0 h } 
··:· 

1 
::: 1/rr . dru. 

Ts 2 ' . 2 
ruo~sr/2 1 + (ruj-ru0 ) (T2 (ru0 )/2) J 

(17) 

To explain the disagreement between this result and the experimental 
. . . . 

results in Fig. 5, consider Eq. (17) in the random ivalk liinit, -::·<<, T2 • 
. 2 2 . . 

In th~s l:imit i-cos(ru,j-w0 )T ~ l/2 (ruj,~m0) -r, and 
.~;·, 

·.; 
' 

i 
. I 
'I 

,.'I 

~-~ 

' .• 

-~. 

' ·i.i 
I 
·~ ! 

·'' 
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2 
D T, where 

[mSN T
2 

(c.o0 ) - 4 tan -\T2 (ro0 ) 

T23 (roo) 

(1) . /4)] 
SJIT (18) 

The spectral diffusion relaxation rate is' directly proportional to the cut-

off in this limit. This result shows the limitation of the simple eutoff 

model. In actuality, the line is g::-,ussian in the wings, which would thus lead 

to a distribution of relaxation rates. Hmreve:r, in the derivation, the 

functional form of the relaxation function ¥ras too complex to hanrlle in 

closed form. Even so, the choice of cutoff should give a lo~rer limit 

for the diffu~d (Jn constant, and thus, the simplified model s:--:~Juld describe 

the long titne spectral diffusion process. 

In Fig. 6, the numerical inte~Sra tion of Eq .(17) is represented by 
':) 

the full line. The theoretical curve was ad,iusted to fit at ,~-=0. It 

is seen that the agreement with data for all T is quite good. For 

comparison, the dashed line gives the predicted spectral diffus:io n 

1 . . la . f'u . "'(t ) -t? /2~ re ax.at1on rate for a gauss1an re - xatlon nctJ.an 'P • = e • 
" 

I I .. -.-2j~] . 
l''or this relaxe1tion function, 1 T.-. ( . ) = 2 T

2 
[1 - e • ·c: v7hJ.cll 

u gauss1an · 

is to be compared 'trith Eq. (17) which gives 1/Ts = 2/T [1- e-
2

T/T2 ] 2 . 

in the Umit T ro
8

N/2 ~ oo. Both f'tmctions lead to a maximum relaxation rate 

of 2/T
2

; ho1·.·ever the gaussian rel2,xation function leads to saturatirn 

r.mch more rapidly than do the observed experimental results. Also Eq. 

(18) _predicts a diffusion constant, .D = .5/T
2
3, in qualitative agree-

ment vTith the observed vaille, .85/T2
3, while l/T2 ( . ) gives 

gauss1an 

D = 2/T2
3 -...Jhi.clJ is close to the v<:~lue observed for the sr1ort time 

diffusion process. Us bg Eq. (18) and the values of T
2 

determined in 

Fig. 3, D is calculo..ted to decrear:e only &fo in going: from 215.9 to 21].9 Hliz. 
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The increase in the numerator and denominator essenti.aily c cmpensa t.e for 

rech other in agreement with the results of Fig. 7. Considerirg the 

uncertainty in choosing the cutoff, and the obvious oversimplification 

of the actual experimental situaticn, this agreement between theory and 

experiment is quite remarkable. The simple model of the homogeneons 

line, lorentzian of width T
2 
-l and cutoff ro

3
N/2, gives a simple physical 

picture of the spectral diffusion problem. 

·- .·., 

•• 

... 

..j 
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Dl. APPAPATUS 

The rna in considerations in deGigning and building the transient study 

16 
apparatus -vrcre detection sensitivity and minimizing the adverse effect the 

large rf pulr~c:;~ have on the detection system, (see block dio.e t~am in Fig. ()). 

A random phase pulsed oscillator of the Arenberg PG 650 design, which 

delivered approximately 20 watts of peak power at 200 MHz when inductively 

"i9 
coupled to the series tuned samp],e neh:ork, was used to resornte the Co~ 

sample. The nuclear irrluction signal was detected by a '\·ride b:md converter 

v1hich consisted of a tvro stage grounded grid preampli:fier and 'J. pentode 

mixer and cathode- follower stage. The low Q. value of 10-15 for the pre-

amplif..ier :::t'1[r,e:; and the mixer stages prevented e:·:cessive rin~I,ing follo.v-

ing the larc:e rf pulses. The converter vTas linear over the 30 dB signal 

range studied and had a measured sensitivity greater than 3 microvolts. 

The IF amplifier was most vulnerable to saturation and since it was pre-

ceded by an attenuator, saturation was more of a problem at small signals. 

Diode gates were placed after the local oscillator and after the converter 

and were closed during the pulse excitation in order to minimize saturation 

in the IF amplifier. Although diode gates have limited effectiveness in 

the 30 MHz - 200 Tv1Hz frequency range, measurements could be made as close 

as lj..Sec after an rf pulse at large signals. A precision attenuator was 

used to rnah1tain a constant nuclear induction signal at the IF detector 

input, so that. the measurements were independent of the detector response. 

Sinc.e the slTl.allest increment of attenuation was l dB, it was necessary 

to extrapolate for signal cr~nges less than this amount. 
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FIGtlli: CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Resonance frequency of Co 59 as a function of applied field in 

cobalt sporl[';e. 

Fig. 2. Log of the spin echo amplitude versus time for several turning 

angles. 

Fig. 3. Log cf the echo amplitude versus time and frequm cy for a (?0° -90° 

pulse! sequence. 

},jg. 1+. 'J'he :_~guCJ.re of transverse relaxation time versus frequency. 

Fig. 

Fig. 

Fig. 

Fi.g. 

5. 

6. 

7. 
0 u. 

Log of the stimubted echo amplitude versus T and T. 

Longitudinal relaxa Uon ra.te versus 1
2 

at 215.9 lvUiz. 

Longitudinal relaxation rate versus 1'
2 

and frequency. 

Blocl<:. diagram of the apparatus. 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 




